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Temporal Characterization of a Self-Modulated Laser Wakefield
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The temporal envelope of plasma density oscillations in the wake of an intense (I , 4 3

1018 Wycm2, l  1 mm) laser pulse (400 fs) is measured using forward Thomson scattering from
a copropagating, frequency-doubled probe pulse. The wakefield oscillations in a fully ionized helium
plasma (ne  3 3 1019 cm23) are observed to reach maximum amplitude (dneyne , 0.1) 300 fs after
the pump pulse. The wakefield growth (3.5 ps21) and decay (1.9 ps21) rates are consistent with the
forward Raman scattering instability and Landau damping, respectively. [S0031-9007(96)02024-8]

PACS numbers: 52.40.Nk, 52.35.Mw
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Because electrostatic fields in a relativistic plasma w
(E $ 100 GVym) can exceed by 3 orders of magnitu
those in conventional rf linacs, plasma based accel
tors can provide a compact source for high energy e
tron pulses [1]. Of the several methods for driving lar
amplitude plasma waves, the laser wakefield acceler
(LWFA) [1] and its variant, the self-modulated LWFA
[1–7], have recently received considerable attention
cause of the reduction in size of terawatt class laser
tems [8]. In the LWFA, the amplitudea  dneyne of
the plasma wave can be resonantly excited by the p
deromotive force of the laser pulse if the laser pulse
ration is approximately half of the plasma wave peri
tp  2pyvp, wherevp 

p
4pe2neyme is the electron

plasma frequency andne is the plasma density.
For the self-modulated LWFA, the plasma density

chosen to be much larger than for the standard LWFA
that the forward Raman scattering (FRS) instability c
grow. The FRS instability is the conversion of an ele
tromagnetic wave (v0, k0) into a plasma wave (vp , kp)
and Stokes (v0 2 vp , k0 2 kp) and anti-Stokes (v0 1

vp , k0 1 kp) electromagnetic sidebands [9]. Electro
density perturbations in the plasma cause local variati
in the group velocityyg  cs1 2 v2

pyw2
0 d1y2 of the laser

pulse. As a result, light that propagates near a den
maximum (minimum) will slow down (speed up). Even
tually, the light is bunched to positions wheredne  0.
Because the plasma density perturbation and the bunc
of the light arepy2 out of phase, the ponderomotive forc
of the bunched light will reinforce the original densi
perturbation. Since the maximum longitudinal elect
field Ez scales asEz ~ a

p
ne, the self-modulated wake

field can produce a much larger accelerating field than
standard LWFA. In this Letter, we report time resolv
measurements of the amplitude of the self-modula
laser wakefield obtained using forward Thomson scat
ing from a copropagating, frequency-doubled probe pu
[10]. In addition to measuring the growth and decay r
of the wakefield, we report that the onset of FRS is c
sistent with a plasma density perturbation driven by
ionization front of the laser pulse. These observations
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important for testing recently developed 2D particle-i
cell simulations of laser plasma interactions [11–13] a
for the design of future plasma based accelerators.

In the present experiments, a hybrid Ti:sapphir
Nd:glass laser system capable of delivering 3 J, 400
laser pulses was used to drive the self-modulated LWF
The 43 mm diameter beam was focused by anfy4
off-axis parabolic mirror to a spot size (e22 intensity) of
r0  8.9 mm, giving a maximum vacuum intensity o
I  6 3 1018 Wycm2 (a0  2.2). The laser was focused
onto a supersonic helium gas jet whose neutral den
varied linearly with backing pressure [7]. To probe th
lifetime of the plasma wave, a small portion (20%) of th
infrared laser pulse was split off, frequency doubled
a 4 mm type I potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KD
crystal, and then made to copropagate with the infra
pump pulse. The temporal overlap between the IR pu
pulse and orthogonally polarized green probe pulse w
measured with a resolution of6100 fs by frequency
domain interferometry. The probe pulse had a maxim
energy of 15 mJ and could be focused to a spot size
6.4 mm by the harmonically coated parabolic mirro
Forward scattered light from the probe pulse was collec
on axis, passed through a polarizer to suppress scatt
pump light, and measured with a prism spectrome
which has a resolution oflyDl  600 at l  1.053 mm.

When the peak power of the IR pump pulse (P $

1 TW) is near the critical power for relativistic self
focusing Pc  17sv2

0yv2
pd GW, the forward scattered

light from the pump pulse shows the appearance of th
anti-Stokes Raman shifted sidebands separated by
plasma frequency (vp , 3 3 1014 s21) [7]. Numerical
simulations indicate that the appearance of multiple si
bands is clear evidence of FRS. From the relative am
tude of the Raman satellites, the plasma wave amplit
is estimated to bednyn  0.08 0.4, depending on the
pump power and plasma density [7]. Under these con
tions, a collimated beam of 2 MeV electrons is emitted
the laser propagation direction [7].

In one dimension, the spatiotemporal growth rate for
FRS instability starting from a uniform noise sourcedns
© 1996 The American Physical Society 5381
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is given by [11]

dn 

(
dns coshsg0td, c $ tc ,

dns
P

s cyc
t2cyc dnI2ns2g0

p
st 2 cycdcycd, tc $ c ,

(1)

whereI2n is the modified Bessel function of the first kind
c is the distance from the leading edge of the pulse,t is
the propagation time,a0 is the normalized vector potentia
of the laser, andg0  a0v2

pyv0
p

8 s1 1 a2
0y2d1y2 is the

temporal growth rate. Because the laser pulse chan
shape as the instability grows, FRS for relativistic intens
laser pulses is a highly nonlinear process.

When the green probe pulse propagates through
plasma, collective Thomson scattering from the relativ
tic plasma wave causes multiple sidebands to appea
the spectrum of the forward scattered probe light. F
P  3 TW and a backing pressure of 100 psi, Fig.
shows the appearance of first and second order Th
son scattered satellites which are separated by the pla
frequencyvp  2.7 3 1014 s21. The amplitude of the
plasma wave can be determined from both the abso
and relative scattering efficiency of the Thomson sid
bands. For collective Thomson scattering, the abso
scattering efficiency is given by [14]

Ps

P0


1
4

sdned2r2
0 l2

0L2 sin2sDkLd
sDkLd2

, (2)

where r0 is the classical electron radius,l0 is the
wavelength of the incident light,L is the interaction
length, Dk  k0 2 ks 6 kp is the wave vector mis-
match, kp  vpyyp, and the phase velocityyp of the
plasma wave is equal toyg of the pump pulse. For
direct forward scatter of the first anti-Stokes sideba
(Dk  8 3 103 m21) and L equal to the confocal beam
parameter (L  430 mm), the phase mismatch facto
F  sin2sDkLdysDkLd2  0.02 and the amplitude of the
plasma wave is determined to bea  0.08. Similarly,
from the first Stokes line,a  0.06. Applying the same
analysis to the second order satellites, the amplitude of
second harmonic of the plasma wave isdn2yn  0.01.

FIG. 1. Spectrum of the Thomson scattered probe light
a helium backing pressure of 100 psi,Ppump  3 TW, and
Dt  0.
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From harmonic wave analysis [15], the fundamental a
plitude of the plasma wave is related to its second h
monic by a , sdn2ynd1y2, or a  0.1 for the present
conditions at 100 psi backing pressure. Using harmo
analysis and Eq. (2), the relative amplitude of the first a
second order Thomson satellites can be used to determ
a without specifyingL: a , sP2yP1d1y2, or a  0.1.
Thus, the absolute and relative scattering efficiencies yi
plasma wave amplitudes that are in good agreement.
a Gaussian laser focus, the peak amplitude is estimate
beap  0.2.

By measuring Thomson scattering from the pro
pulse as a function of the delay between the pump a
probe, the temporal envelope of the wakefield oscillatio
can be recorded. Figure 2(a) shows the change in
spectrum of the probe pulse as the delay (Dt) between
a 600 mJ (1.5 TW) pump and a 15 mJ probe pulse
varied from 21 to 3 ps. Only the first order Thomson
scattered satellites are shown. When the Thomson s
tered satellites first become observable (Dt , 2700 fs),
their frequency shift isDv  3 3 1014 s21. The fre-
quency shift then increases gradually and becomes fi
at Dv  3.3 3 1014 s21 for Dt $ 0, because it takes
a finite time for the helium to become fully ionized
Simultaneously, a blueshifted wing appears on the gre
probe pulse because of the rapid increase in the elec
density [16]. This temporal position of the ionizatio
front is consistent with a calculation of field ionization o
helium for our pump pulse parameters.

At most delay times, the amplitude of the anti-Stok
satellite is larger than that of the Stokes due to mo
favorable phase matching of the anti-Stokes for dire
forward scatter. Using the scattering efficiencies of t
Stokes and anti-Stokes sidebands and Eq. (2), Fig. 2
shows the plasma wave amplitude as a function of
probe delay time. The plasma wave is measured
have a peak amplitudea  0.1, which corresponds to a
maximum longitudinal field ofEz  56 GVym for a cold,
nonrelativistic fluid. Under the current tight focusin
conditions, the maximum radial electric field isEr 
2Ezykpr0  0.2Ez. Large radial fields can give rise to
defocusing of the accelerated electron beam. Figure 2
shows that the wakefield amplitude maximizes at t
end of the pump pulse (Dt  300 6 100 fs) and lasts
for approximately 2 ps longer. The leading edge of t
wakefield rises sharply due to the exponential growth r
of FRS. Note that the probe pulse duration (,300 fs) is
much longer than the plasma period (tp  21 fs for ne 
3 3 1019 cm23). Therefore, we do not resolve individua
wakefield oscillations [17].

As shown in Fig. 2(b), the onset of the plasma wa
occurs,1 ps before the peak of the pump pulse. Th
observation is contrary to recent 2D simulations whi
show the plasma wave growing closer to the peak
the pulse [11,13]. In the simulations, the onset of FR
occurs when the leading edge of the pulse is steepe
by backward Raman scattering and pump depletion.
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FIG. 2. (a) Forward scattered probe spectra at a hel
backing pressure of 180 psi as a function of the delay betw
the 1.5 TW pump. (b) Plasma wave amplitude determi
from the scattering efficiency of the Stokes (filled squar
and anti-Stokes (open circles) satellites as a function
delay. The dotted line indicates the 400 fs pump pulse.
representative horizontal error bar is shown, and the inset sh
the exponential fits for the wakefield growth and decay.

the present experiments, FRS starts near the positio
the ionization front. The ponderomotive force from
ionization front can create a large amplitude noise sou
to seed FRS [18]. The ionization front travels at t
phase velocity of the plasma wave and creates a n
source that scales asdnsiyn , a2

0scidy4, where ci is
the position in the pulse where the ionization thresh
occurs [19]. For single and double ionization of heliu
dnsiyn  1024 and 1023, respectively, which is large
than the noise source due to intensity gradients of
laser pulse (dnsyn , 1026) [11]. Consequently, future
numerical simulations should include ionization effects

From the measurements in Fig. 2(b), the wakefi
growth and decay rates can be determined. Fitting
exponential to the growth of the plasma wave, the dec
volved growth rate is determined to be3.5 6 0.3 ps21

from the anti-Stokes Thomson signal, and3.3 6 0.3 ps21

from the Stokes signal. For the current experimen
parameters (vp  3.3 3 1014 s21, a0  1), the FRS
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temporal growth rate (g0  18 ps21) overestimates the
wakefield growth rate if the peak intensity of the las
pulse is substituted in the expression forg0, since the
theoretical derivation forg0 assumes a constant am
plitude pulse. In reality, exponential growth actual
takes place during the leading edge of the pulse wh
a0 ø 1. For the value ofa0 that is 400 fs before the
pump pulse maximum,g0  8 ps21. Since the Rayleigh
time tr  zryc is longer than the pulse widthcyc in
Eq. (1), the growth of FRS is approximately given b
dn  dnsI0s2g0

p
ctycd. Evaluation of the Besse

function gives a rise time of9 ps21 when a0 is allowed
to follow the temporal pulse shape and the interact
length is equal to2zr . A number of factors can cause th
measured growth rate to be slightly lower than the cal
lated growth of four wave resonant FRS. Because F
is a convective instability, the actual growth rate chang
at each delay time (or positionc). Furthermore, FRS
evolves into different regimes—four wave nonresona
three wave, and self-modulation—as time progress
each with its own growth rate [19]. For example, the ra
for 1D growth of FRS (G1D) to that for 3D self-modulation
(G3D) is given by G1DyG3D  sk2

pr2
0 y2k2

0 d1y3 [5,20,21].
In the present work, this ratio is unity, so 3D instabilitie
will compete with 1D FRS. Since the plasma waveleng
(lp , 6 mm) is comparable tor0, the plasma wave is
near the 3D limit where it has been shown that 1D FR
cannot be resonantly driven because of the complica
three dimensional shape of the plasma wave [11–13].

To further investigate the growth of the wakefiel
Thomson scattering was measured as a function of the
jet backing pressure and the peak power of the pump pu
Figure 3(a) shows variation in the Thomson spectra
a fixed laser power (P  3 TW) as the helium backing
pressure varies from 30 to 180 psi. As expected,
frequency separation between the satellites, given byvp,
increases as the square root of the backing press
For 3 TW pump power, the first anti-Stokes Thoms
satellite appears for a backing pressure of 40 psi. Fr
the measured frequency shift of the satellite, the criti
power for self-focusing at this backing pressure isPc 
1.4 TW, and thusPyPc  2.1 and g0  9 ps21. In a
similar pressure scan conducted atP  1.7 TW, the first
Thomson satellite appeared at a backing pressure of 80
wherePyPc  1.9 andg0  10 ps21. As the peak power
of the pump pulse increases, Fig. 3(b) shows the cha
in the Thomson spectra for a fixed backing press
(180 psi) and at a fixed delay time (Dt  0). The first
Thomson scattered satellite appears atP  0.78 TW, or
wherePyPc  1.7 and g0  14 ps21. At the threshold
for Thomson scattering, the ratioPyPc decreases as th
backing pressure (and hence electron density) increa
This trend is evident from Eq. (1) which indicates th
the threshold for FRS depends onvpyv0 andPyPc [9].
For both the pressure and power scan in Fig. 3,g0 ,
10 ps21 even thoughPyPc and the backing pressures a
different at threshold. The growth rate of the plasma wa
5383
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FIG. 3. (a) Pressure dependence of the Thomson scat
probe light for P  3 TW and Dt  0. (b) Variation in
Thomson scattering with pump pulse power for a fixed back
pressure of 180 psi andDt  0.

as determined by the FRS threshold measurements
reasonable agreement with the rate obtained from the d
scan in Fig. 2. These observations are also in agreem
with those of Ref. [7] which showed that Raman satelli
from the pump pulse first appear atPyPc  0.5 andg0 
6 ps21 for a helium backing pressure of 150 psi. Th
indicates that our experiment is in the multidimensio
regime of self-modulation [20,21], as distinguished fro
previous experiments [4–6] which were interpreted wit
the context of 1D FRS.

The decay of the wakefield is caused by the convers
of collective plasma wave energy into particle energy.
Fig. 2(b), the exponential decay rate of the wakefield
1.6 6 0.1 ps21 and 1.9 6 0.2 ps21 as determined from
the Stokes and anti-Stokes Thomson signals, respecti
If the observed damping of the wakefield is due
“beam loading,” then the energy in the plasma wa
should be transferred to the accelerated electrons.
energy of the plasma wave is approximately given
Wwave  e0E2

z ALy2, whereA  pr2
0 andL  2zr . For

a  0.1, Wwave  1.6 mJ. Since this compares well t
the energy of109 electrons being accelerated to 2 Me
or Wbeam  1 mJ, it is likely that beam loading an
particle acceleration contribute to wakefield decay. T
maximum number of electronsNm that can be accelerate
is approximately given by the number required for
electron bunch generated wakefield to cancel the l
induced wakefield. For a short electron bunch,Nm 
5 3 105aA

p
snod, where n0 is the electron density in

cm23 and A is the cross sectional area of the be
in cm2 [22]. Under the present conditions,Nm  109,
which agrees with the total measured value [7]. Sin
Nm is actually distributed over many particle bunches,
wakefield damps over many oscillation periods.

A complementary way of discussing beam loading
by the concept of Landau damping of trapped electro
Such trapped electrons come from hot electrons gener
by Raman back- and sidescatter, and above thres
ionization (ATI). For a0  1, ATI plasma heating is
estimated to yield a plasma withTe , 80 keV [23], while
Raman back- and sidescattering generate hot electrons
Te , 4 keV [24] and Te $ 10 keV [25], respectively.
5384
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Since the damping of the plasma wave is dominated
the acceleration of trapped electrons, the rate of decreas
Wwave must be equal and opposite to the rate of increase
Wbeam. From linear theory [26], the Landau damping ra
for trapped particles is approximately equal togL  Ldyc,
where Ld is the dephasing length. Under the prese
conditions, gL  2 ps21, which is consistent with the
measured wakefield decay rate of1.9 ps21. Thus, the
wakefield decays at the rate that trapped particles deph
with the plasma wave.

In summary, the rise time of the self-modulated wak
field is in agreement with the growth of the FRS inst
bility, and the decay is consistent with beam loading
the plasma wave. The onset of FRS is coincident w
an ionization front induced wakefield, and the detecti
of a large amplitude plasma wave occurs near the criti
power for relativistic self-focusing.
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